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7.25.0New Features

This guide lists new features available in the eTapestry 7.25.0, released on September 18, 2016.

Import: LeadingandTrailingSpaces
When you map fields during import, any leading or trailing spaces included in field values on Step 2 of
the import wizard will now be excluded. Leading and trailing spaces in field values on this step of the
import wizard could cause errors during import where field values in your import file and values on
Step 2 did not correctly match up.

Journal: OriginalAccount Column
You can now access the Home page of an original account for a transaction through the Original
Account Column on the Journal page. The original account is the household member for a journal
item.

In the Original Account column, select the name in the column. The Home page of the original account
appears.

Journal: Tributes andSoftCredits
You can now add Tribute and Soft Credit columns to display tribute and soft credited account names
on the Journal page.

To add the Tribute or Soft Credit columns, from the Journal page, click Choose columns. The Choose
columns to show in the list screen appears. Select or clear Tribute or Soft Credit to add or remove the
columns from the Journal page.
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You can also view tribute and soft credit account information for transactions and individual segments
in split transactions when a tribute or soft credit has been selected and access the Home page for the
tribute or the linked soft credit accounts from the Journal page.

Tribute Transactions
You can use eTapestry to track gifts given in tribute of someone. For example, when someone passes
away, the family might request that a donation be made to your organization in lieu of flowers. For
more information about entering tribute information for a transaction, see Tributes.

After you add the gift or pledge, the transaction information appears on the Journal page of the
original and tribute accounts. If you received a gift or pledge in tribute to someone as part of a split
transaction (a gift or pledge distributed across more than one purpose), the individual segments of
that split transaction appear on the Journal page of the original and tribute accounts.

To view information about the tribute account from the original account, in the Tribute column on the
Journal page, select the tribute account name. The Home page of the tribute account appears.

Soft Credit Transactions
Soft credits help you track who gives to your organization and develop relationships with prospective
donors. For example, you can use soft credits to credit a donor when their company matches gifts, to
credit a solicitor, or to credit a participant in a sponsored event. For more information on adding a soft
credit, see Soft Credits.

After you add the soft credit, the credit information appears on the Journal page of the original
account and the soft credited account. If you add a soft credit to a split transaction (a gift or pledge
distributed across more than one purpose), the individual segments of that split transaction appear on
the Journal page of the original account and the account linked to the soft credit.

To view information about the soft credited account from the original account, in the Soft Credit
column on the Journal page, select the soft credit account name. The Home page of the soft credited
account appears.
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https://www.blackbaud.com/files/support/helpfiles/etapestry/etapestry/default.html#etaptributes.html?Highlight=tribute
https://www.blackbaud.com/files/support/helpfiles/etapestry/etapestry/default.html#etapsoftcredits.html?Highlight=soft credit
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